
solutions s u r f a c e

seamless urethane edge tables     

solid phenolic tables    

pvc tables

unparalleled durability     



Application Overview

Hospitality

Hard Working Social Spaces 

Today’s savvy customers prefer to meet, gather, 

and work in public—changing the way the industry 

looks at common spaces. Edgemold offers sturdy, 

durable, and stylish table tops to suit every facet of 

the hospitality industry. 

Designed for High Traffic
With customizable options and material properties 

that fit the wear and tear of common areas, our 

tables perform in the most demanding applications 

and stay beautiful throughout years of high-traffic 

use. With a variety of materials, sizes and price 

points, Edgemold can build the right solution for 

every environment.

No Spill Edge Options provide 
convenient lip to contain 
messes.

Training

Cultivate Collaboration 

Colleagues can meet and collaborate in style with 

Edgemold tabletops. Resistant to mold, bacteria, 

and scratches, Edgemold tables are perfect for high 

traffic environments like conference rooms and 

training centers.

Sloped Ergonomic Comfort 
Edge is designed for extended 
use, ideal for training 
environments.

NSB Edge

CMF Edge
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Education

Surfaces for Today’s Classroom

Edgemold tables are specifically designed to 

support different learning modes. Our customizable 

profiles, design options, and material choices 

encourage collaboration and help define personal 

work areas.

The Seamless Design 
improves table-top hygiene 
by eliminating a place for dirt, 
microbial growth, or moisture 
to accumulate.

Meeting

Dynamic Workspaces

Collaborative work is growing in popularity and 

as a result, meetings have become a fixture of the 

typical office work day. Edgemold tables cover 

the entire spectrum of meeting applications—from 

brainstorming sessions to boardroom conferences, 

workshops to quarterly reviews.

Stonewood Solid Phenolic 
tables are sleek, slim ,self-
edging and extremely durable— 
ideal for indoor, outdoor or 
damp environments. 

SWF Edge

ESD Edge
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Urethane Edge Advantages 

Seamless Design 
Integrally molded Urethane Edges add beauty 

and unparalleled durability to any table surface. 

Edgemold’s innovative urethane edges are 

completely sealed and seamless, eliminating a 

place for dirt, microbial growth or moisture to 

accumulate—making it the perfect solution for high 

traffic common spaces.

Unparalleled Tabletop Hygiene  

Urethane edges are integrally molded and 

completely sealed to the core, eliminating a 

place for dirt, microbial growth, or moisture to 

accumulate vastly improving table top hygiene.  

Edges and surfaces withstand repeated sanitizing 

even with harsh agents, extending the life off your 

investment. 

The popular semi-soft SRT 
edge profile adds comfort by 
removing sharp corners.

Progressive Color Selection

Edgemold offers 25 standard edge colors and a 

wide range of solid, woodgrain, and abstract surface 

options that complement every design style.

Urethane edges are extremely 
durable, impact and puncture 
resistant.  Chair nicks—typical 
areas for microbial growth—
are a thing of the past.

SRT Edge

AK Edge

edge prOFILES

AK
Knife Edge

NSA NSB SBN
Bullnose Edge

SPRT
Square Edge

SRT
Square Edge

SWF
Waterfall Edge

XNS CMF
Comfort EdgeNo Spill Edge Options
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Being Prepared for Spills

Liquid spills are an inevitable part of high traffic 

environments. Our three No Spill edge options 

contain the mess for you—ensuring peace of mind 

and lasting durability. The practical design keeps 

liquids from dripping onto the floor and will also 

contain rolling pencils and other small solid objects.

Our XNS profile features a 
routed groove that is both 
practical and hygenic.

Custom Graphics

Improve your school spirit or corporate branding 

with custom graphics. Edgemold offers the in-

house capability to add flair, bold colors, and logos 

to any surface. With digital printing, you don’t have 

to order large quantities to get exactly what you 

want.

Because our graphics are thermally fused directly 

onto the surface using a high-resolution process, 

regular cleaning and sanitizing will not damage 

the surface in any way. The value of our internal 

capabilities is evident in our rapid turn-around, 

exceptional pricing, and consistent quality.

XNS Edge
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Stonewood Table Solutions

Stonewood Solid Phenolic
Stonewood solid tables are ideal for applications 
where strength, durability and appearance are 
paramount. With slim profiles of 5/8” and 3/4”, 
Stonewood surfaces boast sleek edges that flatter 
almost any design style. Machined from multiple 
sheets of thermally-fused kraft paper, the solid 
phenolic material is smooth, seamless, and requires 
no additional edge treatment that could trap food 
or bacteria.

Sleek and Seamless

Machined from solid phenolic, Stonewood tables 
are self-edging and eliminate the need for any 
applied edge treatments. Their seamless design 
improves tabletop hygiene by removing a place for 
dirt, microbial growth, or moisture to accumulate. 

Self-edging solid phenolic 
eliminates applied edge 
treatments.

Versatile Durability

Moisture-resistance and high quality craftsmanship 
make Stonewood a versatile material for long-term 
use, surviving the most demanding environments in 
both outdoor and indoor applications.

Optional protective UV layer 
for outdoor applications.

edge prOFILES

ESD
Eased Edge

KNF
Knife Edge

ROC
Round on Center Edge

core options

Black Brown Layered
11 Ply Look

ESD Edge

ROC Edge
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What is Phenolic?

Using proprietary technology to thermally fuse 
resin-infused paper, Edgemold’s solid phenolic 
tables boast unparalleled durability, UV resistance, 
and versatility. 

Play Along with Custom Graphics

Advertise your brand or add a board game by 
adding custom graphics that are thermally fused 
directly onto Stonewood table tops. 

Layers of kraft paper are 
coated in phenolic resin and a 
decorative layer is added.

The “paper sandwich” is fully-
cured and thermally set,  

The result is a highly durable, 
nonporous surface with no 
seams.

Impervious to moisture, 
stains, scratches, bacteria and 
delamination

Balancing Backer

Phenolic Core

Decorative Pattern
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PVC solutions

An Industry Standard
PVC edged tables are an industry standard. Using 
state-of-the-art banding equipment and quality 
materials, Edgemold offers a complete line of tables 
with the highest quality impact-resistant 3mm PVC 
edges

Progressive Color Selection 

• Diverse solid, woodgrain, and abstract options to 
complement a spectrum of designs.

• 25 edge colors to coordinate with your choice of 
table top.

Available with 
square or 2” 
radius corners.

Made In USA

Our vertically integrated manufacturing allows us to partner with clients to tailor 
solutions for any surface application. Visit Edgemold.com for more information on 
our full line of tables or contact us to discuss your custom engineered needs.

Radius Corner

Clean 3mm PVC edge

Cost effective yet durable

Can We 
Help?

Fiberesin Industries Inc. | N48W37031 E. Wisconsin Ave. | Oconomowoc, WI 53066-3146 | Phone: 262-567-4427
www.edgemold.com | © Fiberesin 10/04/18 | Edgemold is a registered trademark of Fiberesin Industries Inc.

Applications:

Hotels 

Restaurants

Cafes

Bars 

Cafeterias

Long-term Care 

Food Courts

Meeting Areas

Training Rooms

Airports

Environmental Commitment:

• Made in the USA from USA-sourced materials

• CARB I and II compliant

• Production energy sourced from in-house scrap materials

• FSC Certification available

Edgemold Surface solutions


